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• 銀河進化を議論する上でガスの流入(inflow/in-fall)や流出(outflow)を考えることは重要
• closed boxモデルでは説明できない問題 (G-dwarf問題など)
• high-zにおけるoutflowの観測

• z=1-2では>数100 km/sのoutflowが普遍的に見られる (e.g., Weiner et al. 2009)
• clump部分でoutflowの兆候有り？(Newman et al. 2012)
• SFRと同程度かそれ以上のoutflow rate (e.g., Weiner et al. 2009, Steidel et al. 2010)
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Figure 4. DEIMOS spectra of six galaxies in the Mg ii sample in the rest frame. The spectra have been smoothed by a 9 pixel boxcar (1.25 Å in the rest frame). Vertical
dotted lines indicate the systemic velocity of Mg ii λλ 2796, 2803. The top three illustrate the ∼ 5%–10% of the sample that clearly show blueshifted absorption in
individual spectra, with a broad asymmetric profile. Spectra 4 and 5 show narrow Mg ii emission at the systemic velocity, visible in ∼ 5% of the spectra, presumably
due to narrow-line AGN. The spectrum in the bottom panel is more typical of the majority of the sample, where Mg ii is neither individually detected nor ruled out.
The units of the spectra are e-/hour and the typical noise is 40–50 e-/hour/pixel before smoothing.
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Figure 2. Emission line profiles and best fit to Hα and [N ii]λ6584 features for six regions of ZC406690: clump A, clump A “wind,” clump B, clump B “wind,” and
clumps C and D. Included with these spectra are one- or two-component Gaussian fits. For the two-component fits, the narrow component is shown in red and the
broad in green. For the spectra with one-component fits, these are shown in red. The errors (1σ rms) are shown below in blue. Clumps A and B and their winds are
well fit by two Gaussians, while clumps C and D can be well fit by one component. The lower right and left panels of Figure 2 compare the spectra and one-component
Gaussian fits of the [S ii] emission lines for clumps A and B, with regions selected by the method described in Section 2.3. For clump A, [S ii]λ6716/[S ii]λ6731 =
0.7 ± 0.1, while for clump B, = 1.2 ± 0.3, corresponding to electron densities of 1800 ± 1000 and 290 ± 300 cm−3, respectively (Osterbrock 1989). The gray hatched
lines in all figures show the wavelength range of strong sky OH emission features. The central panel is an Hα map of ZC406690, with each region outlined.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
Emission-line Data from the Clumps

Region % Broad σnarrow σbroad [N ii]/Hα [S ii]/Hα % Shocka χ2 Fit

Clump A 50 ± 4.8 82.7 ± 4.2 199 ±11.9 0.11 ± 0.014 0.14 ± 0.029 5 ± 5 0.78

Wind A 44 ± 7.2 84.7 ± 4.9 197 ± 20.5 0.15 ± 0.036 0.21 ± 0.061 10 +10
−5 0.64

Clump B 46 ± 4.6 81.9 ± 4.6 244 ± 68.2 0.20 ± 0.031 0.20 ± 0.055 15 +25
−15 0.59

Wind B 71 ± 2.9 97.7 ± 6.0 291 ± 12.7 0.32 ± 0.032 0.27 ± 0.068 30 +30
−20 0.58

Note. a The shock contribution is calculated by comparing the data to Figure 10 of Rich et al. (2011).

line profiles in all regions are well described by either one or
two Gaussians. We report the relative contribution to the flux
by the narrow and broad components in the next section and
Table 1. We derive the error for the fit parameters (velocity
dispersion, velocity, etc.) by generating 1000 Monte Carlo
realizations of the fit and taking the standard deviation for each
parameter.

For the H- and J-band spatially integrated spectra, we fit each
of the [O iii]λ4959,5007, Hβ, and [O ii]λ3726,3729 lines with
a single Gaussian component because these lines have too low
S/N to fit the underlying broad component. For the H band,
we fit all of the lines using the kinematics of the [O iii]λ5007
line, and for J band we constrain the two [O ii] lines to have
the same kinematics as Hα and fix their wavelength separation
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• 銀河の成長の主要なプロセスとしてIGMからのガス降着(cold accretion)が注目
• 低金属量のQSO吸収線系はIGMからのcold gasを見ている？ (Lehner et al. 2013)
• より直接的な観測的な例はほとんどない

• 低密度・低金属量のガスにより吸収線が弱い
• 速度差が小さいので高分解能な分光観測が必要

• 別のアプローチが必要か
uniformly in r, using the fact that the velocity along the streams is
roughly constant (Supplementary Information, sections 5 and 6).
This is convolved with the halo mass function23, n(Mv), to give

n ( _MM)~

ð?

0

P( _MM jMv)n(Mv) dMv

The desired cumulative abundance, n(. _MM), obtained by integration

over the inflow rates from _MM to infinity, is shown at z 5 2.2 in Fig. 4.

Assuming that the SFR equals _MM , the curve referring to _MM lies safely
above the observed values, marked by the symbols, indicating that the

gas input rate is sufficient to explain the SFR. However, _MM and the
SFR are allowed to differ only by a factor of ,2, confirming our
suspicion that the SFR must closely follow the gas input rate. The
simulated SFR indeed traces the accretion rate to within a factor of
two, but, given that our disks are poorly resolved, we focus here on
the accretion as the more robustly simulated quantity. Because at
z < 2.2 the star-forming galaxies constitute only a fraction of the
observed ,1011M[ galaxies24,25, the requirement for a SFR almost

as great as _MM , based on Fig. 4, becomes even stronger.
By analysing the clumpiness of the gas streams, using the sharp

peaks of inflow in the _MM(r) profiles, we address the role of mergers
versus smooth flows. We evaluate each clump mass by integrating
Mclump~

Ð
( _MM(r)=vr (r)) dr across the peak, and estimate a mass ratio

for the expected merger as m 5 Mclump/fbMv, ignoring further mass
loss in the clump on its way in and deviations of the galaxy baryon
fraction from fb. We use ‘merger’ to describe any major or minor
merger with m $ 0.1, as distinct from ‘smooth’ flows, which include
‘mini-minor’ mergers with m , 0.1. We find that about one-third of
the mass is flowing in as mergers and the rest as smoother flows.
However, the central galaxy is fed by a clump with m $ 0.1 less than
10% of the time; that is, the duty cycle for mergers is g= 0.1. A
similar estimate is obtained using EPS merger rates7 and starburst
durations of ,50 Myr at z 5 2.5 from simulations26 (Supplementary
Information, section 5).

From the difference between the two curves of Fig. 4, we learn that
only one-quarter of the galaxies with a given _MM are to be seen during a
merger. The fact that the SFGs lie well above the merger curve even if
the SFR is , _MM indicates that in most of them the star formation is
driven by smooth streams. Thus, ‘SFG’ could also stand for ‘stream-
fed galaxy’. This may explain why these galaxies maintain an
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Figure 1 | Entropy, velocity and inward flux of cold streams penetrating hot
haloes. a, b, Maps referring to a thin slice through one of our fiducial
galaxies with Mv 5 1012M[ at z 5 2.5. The arrows describe the velocity field,
scaled such that the distance between the tails is 260 km s21. The circle marks
the halo virial radius, Rv. The entropy, log K 5 log(T/r2/3), in units of the
virial quantities, highlights (in red) the high-entropy medium filling the halo
out to the virial shock outside Rv. It exhibits (in blue) three radial, low-
entropy streams that penetrate the inner disk, seen edge-on. The radial flux
per solid angle is _mm 5 r2rvr, in solar masses per year per square radian, where
r is the gas density and vr the radial velocity. It demonstrates that more than
90% of the inflow is channelled through the streams (blue), at a rate that

remains roughly the same at all radii. This rate is several times higher than
the spherical average outside the virial sphere, _mmvir < 8M[ yr21 rad22,
according to equation (1). The opening angle of a typical stream at Rv is
20u230u, so the streams cover a total angular area of ,0.4 rad2, namely a few
per cent of the sphere. When viewed from a given direction, the column
density of cold gas below 105 K is above 1020 cm22 for 25% of the area within
the virial radius. Although the pictures show the inner disk, the disk width is
not resolved, so associated phenomena such as shocks, star formation and
feedback are treated in an approximate way only (see density maps and
additional cases in Supplementary Figs 3–5). Kvir, virial entropy.

Figure 2 | Streams in three dimensions. The map shows radial flux for the
galaxy of Fig. 1 in a box of side length 320 kpc. The colours refer to inflow rate
per solid angle of point-like tracers at the centres of cubic-grid cells. The
dotted circle marks the halo virial radius. The appearance of three fairly
radial streams seems to be generic in massive haloes at high redshift, and is a
feature of the cosmic web that deserves an explanation. Two of the streams
show gas clumps of mass on the order of one-tenth that of the central galaxy,
but most of the stream mass is smoother (Supplementary Fig. 6). The
>1010M[ clumps, which involve about one-third of the incoming mass, are
also gas rich—in the current simulation only 30% of their baryons turn into
stars before they merge with the central galaxy.
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Figure 3. Metallicity distribution function of the LLS at z . 1. The hashed histograms highlight values that are upper limits. The
metallicity distribution is bimodal where the peak values are shown by the vertical dotted lines. For the LLS with [X/H]  �1, the mean
metallicity is an upper limit as 6/14 of the [X/H] estimates are upper limits.

We also checked whether collisional ionization mod-
els could explain the observations as well as the pho-
toionization models discussed in §2.3. We used the colli-
sional ionization equilibrium and non-equilibrium models
of Gnat & Sternberg (2007) and shock ionization mod-
els of Gnat & Sternberg (2009) to compare the predicted
and observed ionic ratios of C II/C III, Si II/Mg II, and
O II/Mg II. For the majority of the absorbers, the ob-
served ionic ratios are well outside the predicted curves
by these models. For 2 absorbers, only solar or super-
solar metallicity shock ionization models may be ade-
quate (for these, only limits on the ionic ratios are avail-
able). Hence the low ions are best explained by pho-
toionization models.
We therefore conclude that there does not seem to be

any hidden artifact from the ionization corrections on
the metallicity distribution of the LLS discussed in §3.1.
We did not find any relation between the metallicity and
NH I (see also appendix), which spans a factor > 200 and
160, respectively, between the lowest and highest values.
On the other hand, the photoionization models naturally
explain the strength of the observed absorption profiles
for the singly ionized metal species.

3. PROPERTIES OF THE LLS

3.1. Metallicity Distribution Function

Fig. 3 shows the metallicity distribution function for
the 28 H I-selected LLS at z . 1 summarized in Table 1.
Visually the distribution is strikingly bimodal. The up-
per half of the sample (14/28) has a mean and dispersion
h[X/H]i = �0.33± 0.33 (median �0.40). The lower half
has h[X/H]i < �1.57±0.24 (median < �1.60); the mean
and median are strictly an upper limit because only an
upper limit could be derived for the metallicity of 6/14
absorbers. The above is based on a visual inspection of

the histogram distributions of the LLS metallicity. Un-
surprisingly, a K-S test shows that the LLS metallicity
distribution is not consistent with a normal distribution.
To further quantify whether the LLS metallicity distri-

bution is unimodal or bimodal, we use a gaussian mix-
ture modeling (GMM) algorithm developed by Muratov
& Gnedin (2010) as well as an independent test of the
bimodality based on the dip statistic. These statisti-
cal tests were used to quantify and test the bimodal-
ity of the metallicity distribution of the globular clusters
in the Milky Way, which also shows two peaks in the
metallicity. The dip test does not make any assump-
tion on the distribution of the data and is a true test
of modality. The dip probability of the LLS sample be-
ing bimodal is 88% (91% if limits are removed from the
sample); hence the distribution is very unlikely to be a
skewed unimodal distribution. We now apply the GMM
algorithm to the LLS sample assuming that limits are
actual values. For the description of the GMM method,
its advantages and limitations, we refer the reader to
the appendix in Muratov & Gnedin (2010). The GMM
algorithm rejects the unimodal distribution at a con-
fidence level of better than 99.7%. A heteroscedastic
split gives µ1 = �1.59 ± 0.07, �1 = 0.20 ± 0.05 and
µ2 = �0.38 ± 0.12, �2 = 0.35 ± 0.09 (µi,�i being the
mean and dispersion of the metallicity, respectively, in
each branch of the bimodal distribution). A homoscedas-
tic split gives µ1 = �1.55± 0.08 and µ2 = �0.33± 0.10,
�1 = �2 = 0.28 ± 0.05. The separation of the means
relative to their widths, D = |µ1 � µ2|/[(�2

1 + �2
2)/2]

0.5,
is D = 4.5 ± 0.8, which is significantly larger than 2,
the minimum value for a clean separation between the
modes (Ashman et al. 1994). The two peaks of the distri-
bution are therefore markedly separated. In both cases,
the sample is evenly split between the metal-poor and

↓ z<1のLLSの金属量分布 (Lehner et al. 2013, ApJ, 770, 138)

cold accretion?

outflow?
recycled gas inflow?



イントロダクション：

• 星質量、ガス質量フラクション、金属量というパラメータを用いて制限を与える試み
• Erb et al. 2006, Erb 2008 (z~2), Mannucci et al. 2009 (z~3)　

• 解析的化学進化モデルによりフィッティング
• z>2ではinflowやoutflowがある程度必要

• ただしサンプル数が少ないという問題点がある
• 我々はz~1.4において大規模なサンプル構築した

rate requires most of the oldest galaxies to haveMi > 1011 M!,
and a further decrease to 80% fails to account for the SFRs of
about half of the oldest galaxies with the range of initial gas
masses considered. However, a modest reduction in the required
accretion rate results from the inclusion of the gas returned to the
ISM by evolved stars; as noted above, I have neglected this time-
dependent effect in order tomake themodelingmore tractable, but
an estimate of the mass of gas returned by star formation can be
found from population synthesis models such as those of Bruzual
& Charlot (2003). Assuming a Chabrier (2003) IMF, at an age of
"1Gyr a galaxywith a constant star formation rate of 30M! yr#1

(the average of the z " 2 UV-selected sample) has returned a gas
mass of "1010 M! to the ISM, for an average (but not constant)
rate of "10 M! yr#1, or "1

3 of the SFR. If the outflow rate is
roughly equal to the star formation rate, the required accretion
rate is then "5

6 of the gas processing rate.
2 Finally, note that the

essential ingredient here is a reservoir of new gas for star for-
mation; this could be supplied by gas cooling and falling in
from the halo, as well as by gas newly accreted from the sur-
rounding intergalactic medium (IGM).

Thus, far we have constrained only the relative values of the
inflow and outflow rates. Any model in which the accretion rate
is approximately equal to the gas processing rate will satisfy the
requirements imposed by the star formation rates and ages; for
additional constraints on the magnitude of the inflows and out-
flows we must turn to measurements of the gas-phase metallicity.

3. INFLOWS, OUTFLOWS,
AND THE MASS-METALLICITY RELATION

Erb et al. (2006a) observed a correlation between stellar mass
and gas-phase metallicity in star-forming galaxies at z " 2, and
used the K-S law to infer the gas masses and gas fractions of the
galaxies. By fitting simple chemical evolution models to the re-
lationship between gas fraction and metallicity, they showed that
closed boxes and models with low outflow rates were inadequate
to reproduce the data; with outflows only, a high outflow rate of
Ṁ " 4SFR was required. Given the above results, however, it is
clear that such a model would deplete the galaxies’ gas extremely
quickly, and that the effect of gas inflows on metallicity must also
be considered.

I assume for simplicity that gas is accreted at a constant
fraction fi of the star formation rate; this can be viewed either as
a continuous process or as the average of many minor events
(for a thorough treatment of chemical evolution due to discrete
events of accretion and star formation, see Dalcanton 2007). The
outflow rate is also considered to be a constant fraction fo of the
SFR. Then the gas mass is given by

Mg ¼ Mi # !M? þ fiM? # foM?; ð9Þ

where ! is the fraction of mass remaining locked in stars. The
metal content Z (defined as the fraction by mass of elements
heavier than helium) evolves according to the standard differ-
ential equation

d(ZMg)

dM?
¼ y!(1# Z)# !Z # foZ; ð10Þ

where y is the true yield, the ratio of the mass of metals produced
and ejected by star formation to themass locked in long-lived stars

and remnants. For a thorough discussion of the derivation of this
equation see Pagel (1997); the reviews by Gibson (1997) and
Matteucci (2004) are also useful. I have assumed that the met-
allicity of the inflowing gas is negligible compared to that of the
gas in the galaxy and that the outflowing gas has the same met-
allicity as the gas that remains in the galaxy. I also assume for
simplicity that ! ¼ 1; i.e., the gas returned to the ISM by star
formation is neglected. This is not always a good assumption;
by an age of a few Gyr, the returned fraction approaches 40% of
the total mass turned into stars for a Chabrier IMF.3 However,
most high-redshift galaxies are younger than this, making the
effect less significant, and a proper treatment of the time-varying
! is nontrivial.
For ZT1, a condition which is always true, equation (10)

has the solution (e.g., Edmunds & Pagel 1984)

Z ¼ y!

fi
1# Mg

Mi

! "fi= !#fiþfoð Þ
" #

; ð11Þ

where the ratio of the current to the initial gas mass Mg /Mi can
be written in terms of the gas fraction

" ¼ Mg=(Mg þ !M?) ð12Þ

as

Mg

Mi
¼ "

1þ (1# ")(fo=! # fi=!)
: ð13Þ

This result is shown in Figure 3, with the inflow rate fixed at
95% of the gas processing rate and a yield y ¼ 0:019 ¼ 1:5 Z!.

4

The solid red line shows the best-fit model, with fi ¼ 2:2 and

2 If the Salpeter (1955) IMF is assumed, the average SFR of the UV-selected
sample is "50 M! yr#1, but the rate of formation of massive stars that have
returned material to the ISM is the same, since the IMFs differ only at the low
end. Thus, the result is similar for a Salpeter IMF.

Fig. 3.—Evolution of metallicity with gas fraction as described by eq. (11).
The data points indicate the metallicities and gas fractions found for z " 2 gal-
axies by Erb et al. (2006a). Each point represents the average of 14 or 15 galaxies.
The solid red line is the best fit to the data, and the green dotted and dot-dashed lines
bracket the range of reasonable fits as described in the text. At high gas fractions Z
rises with decreasing gas fraction as Z ¼ y!(1# ") (blue dashed line), while at
low gas fractions Z approaches the final metallicity Zf ¼ y! /fi (red dashed line).

3 The returned fraction at this age is"25% for a Salpeter IMF, with its higher
fraction of low-mass stars.

4 Using the solar metallicity Z! ¼ 0:0126 (Asplund et al. 2004). Note that
the ratio y/fi provides the scaling of the models shown in Fig. 3, so a lower yield
would also lower the best-fitting accretion rate.
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Figure 10. Metallicity (top) and effective yields (bottom) as a function of
gas fraction. This is plotted decreasing rightwards, to have galaxies evolving
from left to right. The blue solid dots are the LSD galaxy sample, the magenta
stars the Erb et al. (2006a) data. The black dashed line shows the expectations
from a closed-box model. The solid lines show the results of applying the
model in Erb (2008) with values of f i and f o in the labels. The red line shows
a model with pure outflows, with ejected mass six times the SFR. The blue
line is a model with both infall (f i = 2.5) and outflow (f o = 1). The blue
dotted line is this same model but without outflow (f i = 2.5 and f o = 0).

observed behaviour is in agreement with what is expected for an
SFR-limited sample. In other words, the dependence of the yields on
stellar mass is a direct consequence of the mass–metallicity relation
and of the other scaling relations.

The presence of yields decreasing with mass implies that the
classical outflows, whose specific power decreases with increasing
galaxy mass, do not apply to the LBG at z ∼ 3.1. The mass–
metallicity relation at z > 3 must have a different origin.

The dependence of yeff on stellar mass is a secondary effect
due to the relation between stellar mass and gas fraction. For this
reason, the physical meaning of these findings is better understood
by plotting yeff directly as a function of gas fraction. This is done in
Fig. 10. The relation between these two quantities and the effect of
infalls and outflows are described by several authors. In particular,
Dalcanton (2007) shows that outflows of very enriched materials can
be very effective in reducing yeff , especially for gas-rich systems.
Gas-poor system can change their yeff by a factor of 2, as observed
in the LSD galaxies, if they accrete a significant amount of gas,
larger than the internal gas.

For gas-rich systems, yeff does not depend on f gas and it is equal
to the stellar yields y (Dalcanton 2007), thus allowing us to measure
this quantity, which in principle could be different from y". Metal-
licity can influence nucleosynthesis in different ways. The most
important effect is expected to be mass loss, which has a strong de-
pendence on metallicity. Massive stars with stronger stellar winds
lose a larger fraction of He and C that would otherwise be converted

to O. As a consequence, the oxygen yield we measure is expected
to decrease with metallicity. The expected effect is not large, up to
a factor of 2, but in principle measurable with our data (Woosley &
Weaver 1995; Marigo 2001; Garnett 2002). All the LSD galaxies
with f gas > 0.7 have yeff fully consistent with y", showing that any
metallicity dependence of y is not large even at Z ∼ 0.1 Z".

Matteucci (2001) (see also Matteucci 2008) and Erb (2008) in-
troduce a model in which galaxies have infalls and outflows propor-
tional to the SFR. The instant recycling and mixing approximations
are used, infalling gas is assumed to have no metallicity, while the
metallicity of the outflowing gas is considered to be the same as
the ISM. This model can be used to reproduce yeff by changing
two free parameters, i.e. the amount of infall f i and outflow f o in
unit of the SFR of the galaxy. Two more parameters can be varied,
if necessary, i.e., the true yield y, and the fraction α of mass still
locked in stars. Implicitly, the physical properties of these outflows
differ significantly with what is invoked to explain the yields in
the local universe: given the correlation between SFR and M∗ (Erb
et al. 2006b; Schiminovich et al. 2007), at z ∼ 2 these outflows are
expected to increase, rather than decrease, with stellar mass. Erb
et al. (2006a) and Erb (2008) find that their data at z = 2.2 can be
adequately reproduced by a supersolar true yield (y = 1.5 y") and
significant infalls and outflows, with the best-fitting parameters of
f i = 2.2 and f o = 1.3.

We have applied this model to LSD, reproducing the dependence
of yeff on f gas varying f i and f o. Infalls are effective in changing
yeff for the gas-poor galaxies, leaving gas-rich galaxies much more
unaffected. Outflows are more efficient in reducing yeff in gas-rich
galaxies, and much less effective for gas-poor galaxies. In contrast
to Erb (2008), we have fixed the values of y to y", as explained
above. The parameter α is a slowly decreasing function of time, as
more stars leave the main sequence, but can vary in quite a small
range. It is expected to be ∼0.93 at t = 107 yr, ∼0.84 at t = 108 yr,
∼0.76 at t = 109 yr and approaching 0.60–0.65 after a Hubble time
(Bruzual & Charlot 2003). Given the ages of our galaxies, we have
used α = 0.8, and the results are not very sensitive to the value
chosen. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Outflows without infalls
can explain the observed yeff , but in this case large values of f o

between 4 and 8 are needed. The figure shows the best-fitting pure
outflow model, having f o = 6. In other words, if pure outflows are
responsible for the reduction of yeff , the most active galaxies must
eject into the IGM masses of the order of 400–800 M" yr−1, while
converting 100 M" yr−1 into stars. This must happen in galaxies as
massive as 3 × 1010 M", i.e. galaxies that, in the local universe,
show solar yields. As a comparison, Weiner et al. (2008) found
outflowing masses of about 20 M" yr−1 in their sample of starburst
galaxies at z = 1.4, whose SFRs are 10–100 M" yr−1, similar to
the present sample. Pure infalls can explain the yields with lower
amount of flowing gas. In this case, the best-fitting value is f i =
2.5, with an acceptable range between f i = 1.5 and 3.5. Once an
infall with f i ∼ 2 is present, it dominates the behaviour of yeff and
f o can assume any value between 0 and 7. The best-fitting model
with f i = 2.5 and f o = 1 is also plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of
stellar mass, providing a good fit.

7 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S :
A PICTURE OF LBGs

We have obtained deep, spatially resolved, near-IR spectroscopy of
a complete sample of LBGs at z ∼ 3, selected only to be near a
bright foreground star needed to drive the adaptive optics system.
These galaxies are expected to give an unbiased representation of

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 398, 1915–1931
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Figure 10. Metallicity (top) and effective yields (bottom) as a function of
gas fraction. This is plotted decreasing rightwards, to have galaxies evolving
from left to right. The blue solid dots are the LSD galaxy sample, the magenta
stars the Erb et al. (2006a) data. The black dashed line shows the expectations
from a closed-box model. The solid lines show the results of applying the
model in Erb (2008) with values of f i and f o in the labels. The red line shows
a model with pure outflows, with ejected mass six times the SFR. The blue
line is a model with both infall (f i = 2.5) and outflow (f o = 1). The blue
dotted line is this same model but without outflow (f i = 2.5 and f o = 0).

observed behaviour is in agreement with what is expected for an
SFR-limited sample. In other words, the dependence of the yields on
stellar mass is a direct consequence of the mass–metallicity relation
and of the other scaling relations.

The presence of yields decreasing with mass implies that the
classical outflows, whose specific power decreases with increasing
galaxy mass, do not apply to the LBG at z ∼ 3.1. The mass–
metallicity relation at z > 3 must have a different origin.

The dependence of yeff on stellar mass is a secondary effect
due to the relation between stellar mass and gas fraction. For this
reason, the physical meaning of these findings is better understood
by plotting yeff directly as a function of gas fraction. This is done in
Fig. 10. The relation between these two quantities and the effect of
infalls and outflows are described by several authors. In particular,
Dalcanton (2007) shows that outflows of very enriched materials can
be very effective in reducing yeff , especially for gas-rich systems.
Gas-poor system can change their yeff by a factor of 2, as observed
in the LSD galaxies, if they accrete a significant amount of gas,
larger than the internal gas.

For gas-rich systems, yeff does not depend on f gas and it is equal
to the stellar yields y (Dalcanton 2007), thus allowing us to measure
this quantity, which in principle could be different from y". Metal-
licity can influence nucleosynthesis in different ways. The most
important effect is expected to be mass loss, which has a strong de-
pendence on metallicity. Massive stars with stronger stellar winds
lose a larger fraction of He and C that would otherwise be converted

to O. As a consequence, the oxygen yield we measure is expected
to decrease with metallicity. The expected effect is not large, up to
a factor of 2, but in principle measurable with our data (Woosley &
Weaver 1995; Marigo 2001; Garnett 2002). All the LSD galaxies
with f gas > 0.7 have yeff fully consistent with y", showing that any
metallicity dependence of y is not large even at Z ∼ 0.1 Z".

Matteucci (2001) (see also Matteucci 2008) and Erb (2008) in-
troduce a model in which galaxies have infalls and outflows propor-
tional to the SFR. The instant recycling and mixing approximations
are used, infalling gas is assumed to have no metallicity, while the
metallicity of the outflowing gas is considered to be the same as
the ISM. This model can be used to reproduce yeff by changing
two free parameters, i.e. the amount of infall f i and outflow f o in
unit of the SFR of the galaxy. Two more parameters can be varied,
if necessary, i.e., the true yield y, and the fraction α of mass still
locked in stars. Implicitly, the physical properties of these outflows
differ significantly with what is invoked to explain the yields in
the local universe: given the correlation between SFR and M∗ (Erb
et al. 2006b; Schiminovich et al. 2007), at z ∼ 2 these outflows are
expected to increase, rather than decrease, with stellar mass. Erb
et al. (2006a) and Erb (2008) find that their data at z = 2.2 can be
adequately reproduced by a supersolar true yield (y = 1.5 y") and
significant infalls and outflows, with the best-fitting parameters of
f i = 2.2 and f o = 1.3.

We have applied this model to LSD, reproducing the dependence
of yeff on f gas varying f i and f o. Infalls are effective in changing
yeff for the gas-poor galaxies, leaving gas-rich galaxies much more
unaffected. Outflows are more efficient in reducing yeff in gas-rich
galaxies, and much less effective for gas-poor galaxies. In contrast
to Erb (2008), we have fixed the values of y to y", as explained
above. The parameter α is a slowly decreasing function of time, as
more stars leave the main sequence, but can vary in quite a small
range. It is expected to be ∼0.93 at t = 107 yr, ∼0.84 at t = 108 yr,
∼0.76 at t = 109 yr and approaching 0.60–0.65 after a Hubble time
(Bruzual & Charlot 2003). Given the ages of our galaxies, we have
used α = 0.8, and the results are not very sensitive to the value
chosen. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Outflows without infalls
can explain the observed yeff , but in this case large values of f o

between 4 and 8 are needed. The figure shows the best-fitting pure
outflow model, having f o = 6. In other words, if pure outflows are
responsible for the reduction of yeff , the most active galaxies must
eject into the IGM masses of the order of 400–800 M" yr−1, while
converting 100 M" yr−1 into stars. This must happen in galaxies as
massive as 3 × 1010 M", i.e. galaxies that, in the local universe,
show solar yields. As a comparison, Weiner et al. (2008) found
outflowing masses of about 20 M" yr−1 in their sample of starburst
galaxies at z = 1.4, whose SFRs are 10–100 M" yr−1, similar to
the present sample. Pure infalls can explain the yields with lower
amount of flowing gas. In this case, the best-fitting value is f i =
2.5, with an acceptable range between f i = 1.5 and 3.5. Once an
infall with f i ∼ 2 is present, it dominates the behaviour of yeff and
f o can assume any value between 0 and 7. The best-fitting model
with f i = 2.5 and f o = 1 is also plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of
stellar mass, providing a good fit.

7 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S :
A PICTURE OF LBGs

We have obtained deep, spatially resolved, near-IR spectroscopy of
a complete sample of LBGs at z ∼ 3, selected only to be near a
bright foreground star needed to drive the adaptive optics system.
These galaxies are expected to give an unbiased representation of

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 398, 1915–1931
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• K-selected phot-zサンプル@SXDS/UDS
• K<23.9等、1.2<zph<1.6、M*>109.5 Msun、expected F(Hα)>5x10-17 erg/s/cm2

• すばる望遠鏡FMOSによる近赤外分光観測 (Yabe et al. 2012; Yabe et al. submitted)
• z~1.4において約340個のHα検出 (これはz>1において最大の近赤外分光サンプル)
• 金属量はN2法(Pettini & Pagel 04)から導出

z=1.442
F(Hα)=1.1x10-16

F([NII])=3.8x10-17

FWHM=390 km/s
M*=4.6x1010 Msun
12+log(O/H)=8.644

5 hrs integration

Hα

[NII]λ6584

灰色斜線で示している領域はOH夜光マスクの範囲

サンプルと観測：

星質量が大きいほど金属量が高い (MZ関係)

★はstacking解析の結果
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• Hα光度密度からガス質量密度を求める (Kennicutt-Schmidt則を仮定)
• サイズはB-band (星形成をある程度トレース)での半光度半径を用いる
• ガス質量フラクションをµ=Mgas/(Mgas+Mstar)で定義
• ガス質量フラクションが小さいものは金属量が大きい傾向
• 星質量が大きいものはガス質量フラクションが小さい傾向

ガス質量フラクション：

観測不可能な領域
SFR(Hα)<10 Msun/yr

観測不可能な領域
SFR(Hα)<10 Msun/yr

★はstacking解析の結果 ★はstacking解析の結果
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ガス質量フラクション：
• CO観測からより直接的に求まったガス質量フラクションとの比較
• Tacconi et al. (2010, Nature, 463, 781)とDaddi et al. (2010, ApJ, 686, 713) を利用
• サンプル方法やredshift範囲などは多少違うことに注意
• 概ね一致しているが、観測点はmassive/gas richな部分にしかないことに注意

観測不可能な領域
SFR(Hα)<10 Msun/yr

観測不可能な領域
SFR(Hα)<10 Msun/yr

星質量はSalpeter IMFで統一金属量はz~1.4でのMZ関係を仮定
■ Tacconi+10
▲ Daddi+10

■ Tacconi+10
▲ Daddi+10
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• 解析的な化学進化モデルによりinflow/outflowについて調べてみる (c.f., Erb 2008)
• Matteucci 2001 “The chemical evolution of galaxies” (ASSL) を参考にした

• Z=金属量, μ=ガス質量フラクション, M*=星質量
• fi(=fin)とfo(=fout)はψ(t) (=SFR)で規格化された量
• infallはprimordial gasを仮定 (ZA=0)
• yieldはyZ=1.5Zsunを仮定
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metallicity than isolated galaxies. In our sample, we found that ∼ 20 galaxies are closely paired

according to a pairing analysis (e.g., Patton et al. 2002) with requirements that (1) the projected

separation is < 30 kpc (2) the redshift separation is < 0.15, which corresponds to 3σ of photo-

z uncertainty. For these objects, however, no clear trends that the interacting galaxies tend to be

metal-poor can be found.

2.5.4 Simple Analytic Models with Gas Infall and Outflow

In Section 2.5.2, it is shown that our result at z ∼ 1.4 agrees well with the cosmological simu-

lations implementing effects of infall and outflow. In this section, we discuss the possible origin of

the mass-metallicity relation at z ∼ 1.4 by using the simple analytical models with effects of infall

and outflow implemented (e.g., Matteucci 2001; Erb 2008).

According to the notation by Matteucci (2001), we formulate the metallicity (Z) as a function

of gas mass fraction (µ) as below:

Z =
yZ

fi
{1− [( fi − fo)− ( fi − fo −1)µ−1]

fi
fi− fo−1 }, (2.5)

where yZ is a true yield, fi and fo are infall and outflow rate in a unit of SFR, respectively. Here

we assumed the instantaneous recycling approximation and the infalling gas is metal free. The gas

mass fraction can be written as a function of the stellar mass as follows:

µ =
M0

gas +( fi − fo −1)M∗

M0
gas +( fi − fo)M∗

, (2.6)

where M0
gas is the initial primordial gas mass.

The gas mass is estimated from Hα flux and size of the galaxy by assuming Kennicutt-Schmidt

law (K-S law; Kennicutt 1998a) with an index of n = 1.4. We take the r50 measured from K-band

image, which traces ∼9000Å in the rest-frame, deconvolved by the seeing size as the intrinsic size

of the galaxy. Although, in general, the size of the region from which Hα emission comes such as

H II region may be different from that of the stellar component, we assume that both have the same

size. The SFR is derived from the Hα luminosity corrected for the dust extinction and the aperture

effect (see details in Section 2.4.2). The SFR surface density (ΣSFR) derived from the SFR and the

r50 is converted to the gas surface density (Σgas) by using the K-S law. Then, the gas mass is derived

from Σgas and r50. A gas mass fraction (µ) is defined as the ratio of the gas mass and the total mass
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化学進化モデルとの比較：

dM
gas

dt
= �(1�R) (t) + f

i

(1�R) (t)� f
o

(1�R) (t)

Basic equations:

inflow outflow

ψ(t)=SFR, R=return fraction

outflowinflow
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• この解析モデルを用いてinflow/outflow rateに対する制限を与える
• ガス質量フラクションvs.金属量、星質量vs.ガス質量フラクション
• 単純なclosed boxモデルではこの両者を説明できない
• fi, foをフリーパラメータとしてフィッティングを行なう

化学進化モデルとの比較：

Closed Box

fo=1.0で固定してfiを動かした場合

inflow 大

inflow 小

inflow 大

inflow 小

★はstacking解析の結果

★はstacking解析の結果
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化学進化モデルとの比較：
• この解析モデルを用いてinflow/outflow rateに対する制限を与える
• fin = 0.0-3.0, fout = 0.0-4.0 の範囲で動かしフィッティング
• 星質量vs.ガス質量フラクション
• fin=2.04, fout=0.80のモデルが観測をよく再現する
• finとfoutは縮退が激しいことに注意

星質量 vs. ガス質量フラクション

χν2 = 0.670★はstacking解析の結果
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化学進化モデルとの比較：
• この解析モデルを用いてinflow/outflow rateに対する制限を与える
• fin = 0.0-3.0, fout = 0.0-4.0 の範囲で動かしフィッティング
• ガス質量フラクションvs.金属量について
• fin=1.68, fout=0.96のモデルが観測をよく再現する

ガス質量フラクション vs. 金属量

χν2 = 2.945

★はstacking解析の結果
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化学進化モデルとの比較：
• この解析モデルを用いてinflow/outflow rateに対する制限を与える
• fin = 0.0-3.0, fout = 0.0-4.0 の範囲で動かしフィッティング
• 星質量 vs. 金属量について
• fin=1.80, fout=0.32のモデルが観測をよく再現する

星質量 vs. 金属量

χν2 = 3.764

★はstacking解析の結果
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化学進化モデルとの比較：

χν2 = 2.847

• 星質量 vs. ガス質量フラクション、ガス質量フラクション vs. 金属量、星質量 vs. 金属量
に対するフィットを組み合わせる (Joint χ2 map)
• fin=1.80, fout=0.64のモデルが観測をよく再現する
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宇宙論的シミュレーションとの比較：
• cosmological simulationとの結果とも(一応)比較してみる

• Davé et al. 2011 (MNRAS, 416, 1354)の結果を使用
• N体+SPHシミュレーション
• 様々なgalactic windモデルを考慮 (no wind, slow wind, const. wind, mom. consv. wind)

• 比較的強いoutflowがあるz=1-2のモデルが割と良く観測を再現している

星質量 vs. ガス質量フラクション

ガス質量フラクション vs. 金属量
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宇宙論的シミュレーションとの比較：

星質量 vs. 金属量

• cosmological simulationとの結果とも(一応)比較してみる
• Davé et al. 2011 (MNRAS, 416, 1354)の結果を使用
• N体+SPHシミュレーション
• 様々なgalactic windモデルを考慮 (no wind, slow wind, const. wind, mom. consv. wind)

• 比較的強いoutflowがあるz=1-2のモデルが割と良く観測を再現している
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Inflow / Outflow rateのredshift進化：
• 他のredshiftサンプルとの比較
• z~0.1: Peeples et al. 2011 (金属量はTremonti et al. 2004)から (HI+H2ガス質量)
• z~2.2: Erb et al. 2006から (ガス質量はK-S則を仮定)
• 同じ星質量で見た場合、z~2.2からz~0.1にかけてガス質量フラクションは減少
• 同じガス質量フラクションで見た場合、z~2.2からz~0.1にかけて金属量は増加

金属量はN2法で統一星質量はSalpeter IMFで統一
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Inflow / Outflow rateのredshift進化：
• 他のredshiftサンプルとの比較
• z~0.1: Peeples et al. 2011 (金属量はTremonti et al. 2004)から (HI+H2ガス質量)
• z~2.2: Erb et al. 2006から (ガス質量はK-S則を仮定)
• 同じ星質量で見た場合、z~2.2からz~0.1にかけてガス質量フラクションは減少
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金属量はN2法で統一星質量はSalpeter IMFで統一
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Inflow / Outflow rateのredshift進化：
• (Joint fitの結果では) inflow / outflow rateは high-zほど高くなる



Mass dependent Outflow ?:
円盤銀河研究会 2013年9月26-28日

• Outflowは銀河の質量(dynamical mass)に比例しても良さそう
• 今回のサンプルでその傾向は見られるのか？

• total mass (ガス質量+星質量)と星質量は強く相関している 
• total massの大きいものは、fi=1.74±0.06, fo=0.72±0.16 (Joint)
• total massの小さいものは、fi=1.80±0.12, fo=0.80±0.24 (Joint)



Mass dependent Outflow ?:
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• Outflowは銀河の質量(dynamical mass)に比例しても良さそう
• 今回のサンプルでその傾向は見られるのか？

• total mass (ガス質量+星質量)と星質量は強く相関している 
• total massの大きいものは、fi=1.74±0.06, fo=0.72±0.16 (Joint)
• total massの小さいものは、fi=1.80±0.12, fo=0.80±0.24 (Joint)

Lower total mass Upper total mass
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形態との関係：
• 形態(Morphology)とinflow/outflowとの関係

• 一部のサンプルはCANDELS (HST/WFC3+ACS)領域にある
• 3色(F808W, F125W, F160W)合成図による形態分類
• この時代(z~1.4)において既にdisk/bulge/ellipticalなどの形態が発現している

• inflow/outflowモデルとの比較 (ガス質量フラクション vs. 金属量)
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形態との関係：
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• 3色(F808W, F125W, F160W)合成図による形態分類
• この時代(z~1.4)において既にdisk/bulge/ellipticalなどの形態が発現している

• inflow/outflowモデルとの比較 (ガス質量フラクション vs. 金属量)

fout=1.0で固定した場合

inflow 大

inflow 小
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形態との関係：

fout=1.0で固定した場合

• 形態(Morphology)とinflow/outflowとの関係
• 一部のサンプルはCANDELS (HST/WFC3+ACS)領域にある
• 3色(F808W, F125W, F160W)合成図による形態分類
• この時代(z~1.4)において既にdisk/bulge/ellipticalなどの形態が発現している

• inflow/outflowモデルとの比較 (星質量 vs. ガス質量フラクション)

inflow 大

inflow 小
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形態との関係：
• 形態(Morphology)とinflow/outflowとの関係

• 一部のサンプルはCANDELS (HST/WFC3+ACS)領域にある
• 3色(F808W, F125W, F160W)合成図による形態分類
• この時代(z~1.4)において既にdisk/bulge/ellipticalなどの形態が発現している

• inflow/outflowモデルとの比較 (星質量 vs. ガス質量フラクション)

半光度半径との関係
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まとめ：
• FMOSによりHαが検出されたサンプル (約340個のこれまでにない大規模サンプル)
• ガス質量をHα光度からK-S則を仮定して導出
• ガス質量フラクションが小さいものは金属量が大きい傾向
• 星質量が大きいものはガス質量フラクションが小さい傾向
• 解析的な化学進化モデルを用いて、これらの関係のフィッティング
• inflow rateは1.6-2.0 SFR [Msun/yr]
• outflow rateは0.7-1.2 SFR [Msun/yr]
• 同じ星質量で見た場合、z~2.2からz~0.1にかけてガス質量フラクションは減少
• 同じガス質量フラクションで見た場合、z~2.2からz~0.1にかけて金属量は増加
• inflow / outflow rateはhigh redshiftほど大きくなる傾向
• inflow / outflow rateの(total) mass依存性はほとんどない
• 形態との関係はサンプル数が小さいのでなんとも言えない
• ガス質量のより直接的な観測も必要 (ALMAに期待?)


